2018 would mark Garrigan’s 19th trip to
the National Academic Championships. We had
made previous trips to Dallas, New Orleans, St.
Louis, Chicago, and Washington, D.C. Last year
the sponsors of the tournament announced that
they planned to introduce a new site, and they
had coaches around the country offer
suggestions as to what that site would be. I knew
Chip Beall, the tournament moderator, lived in
Salt Lake City, and I suggested he either hold the
tournament there or in Denver. Apparently the
Mountain Time Zone didn’t get many votes,
though, and around Christmas time they
announced that the new site would be Orlando
(or more precisely Kissimmee, the town just
south of Orlando that is the home of Walt Disney
World). The kids definitely wanted to go there,
and I got permission to make the longest national
quiz bowl trip we’ve ever made. We’d drive
school vehicles about 1,500 miles each way—
about 300 miles further than the trips to
Washington and New Orleans had been. A plus
of this trip was that the hotel we’d be staying in
was comparatively cheap (just $69 per room per
night). On the other hand, central Florida is one
of the more expensive places there is for
sightseeing.
This would turn out to be our best
showing ever at nationals. Although we were
literally the smallest school in the tournament, we
made playoffs for just the second time in school
history. What’s more the team we lost to would
go on to win the overall championship.

Poster commemorating the trip.
(The students had locker decorations in a similar design.)

I chose the title of this travelogue
because I happened to hear the Sheryl Crow
song of the same name on the radio shortly
before writing it. In different ways the first and
last words of the title—“soak” and “sun” fit this
trip. While it really wasn’t a “fun at the beach”
vacation, we did see a lot of the sun. “Soak”,
however, is almost a better fit for this trip. We
encountered some of the worst thunderstorms

I’ve ever seen, both in Georgia and Florida and also back in Iowa. We’ve had excess rain all year long in Algona, and the day we
returned from this trip we’d find there were places nearby that got drenched with ten inches in a single day.
As I often do, I’ll begin by introducing
the group who went on this little journey:


Ben Degen, our captain, just
graduated in May.
He will be
majoring in engineering at Loras
College next fall. This would be Ben’s
fourth trip to nationals, and his brother
Devin was also a top quiz bowl
player. His mother was a freshman
the year I started at Garrigan, and
she’s now a secretary at the school.

Sam Trainer, another recent
graduate, is the son of my
optometrist. He will be a pre-med
major at UNI next fall. While Sam can
be a bit scatterbrained, he’s a very
smart guy. He really stepped it up at
nationals and added a lot to the team.

Tommy
Kollasch
gave
the
commencement address for this
year’s senior class. He had just
returned from a trip to Italy, which he
made because he is seriously consiThe quiz bowl group at the I-75 Welcome Center – Jennings, Florida
dering becoming a priest. Tommy is very interested in music, and his knowledge of that area helped us out with a number of questions.
Tommy, by the way, is only indirectly related to the Kollasches I’d taken to nationals in the past.

Trevor Darling was our final senior. He will be an art major at a nearby community college in the fall. Trevor is another son of
a former student. Indeed I also taught his grandparents—though not at the high school, but rather in one of my college classes.
Trevor is a quiet kid, but he’s very attentive and always aware of what’s going on.

Logan Heying just finished his junior year. He’s a self-described science nerd who would like to study engineering at a bigname college. He’s also part of our baseball team and would be missing several games to make this trip.

Gabe Trainer is Sam’s little brother. He’s good at just about everything in school and hasn’t made any final decisions about the
future yet. Gabe was just about the easiest person to travel with in this group. He gets along with everyone, and he always
seems to look on the positive side of things.

Eric Degen is Ben’s father, and this was his second trip with us to nationals. He had recently had shoulder surgery, and his
arm was in a sling through much of the trip. I’m pretty sure he was glad he came, though, and he could not have been prouder
of the kids’ success.

Jenny Eichenberger is Eric Degen’s little sister and Tommy Kollasch’s mother. She and Eric spent most of their free time
together, and while we were traveling she was always in a different vehicle from me. Because of that I never really got to know
her very well. She seems like a nice enough woman, though, and it was certainly good to have her help in driving on this trip.

David Burrow rounds out the group. It’s weird to think that I’ve just finished my thirty-fifth year at Garrigan, but indeed I did. I
was a quiz bowl captain myself when I was in high school, though it wasn’t nearly such a big activity back then. We would go
to Davenport two or three times a year to tape a TV show where we competed against other high school kids. The National
Academic Championships didn’t even exist in those days, and even if they had invented it, I don’t’ think anyone in Mt. Pleasant
would have considered going to such an event.

Often we’ve gone to national quiz bowl on Memorial Day weekend, but this year’s trip would be three weeks later. Even so, the
trip kind of snuck up on me. I’d been rushing around for a couple of days before we left making all the last minute preparations.
This morning I was up about 5:15. I showered, made coffee, and took my stuff out to my car. Then I drove out to McDonalds
where I had the “good luck” breakfast sandwich that has been my tradition since the days when I was in school activities myself. I actually
had a coupon to get two Egg McMuffins for the price of one, so I suppose the superstition was doubly satisfied.
I got to school right at 6:00, and just as I did it started dripping rain—nothing hard, but enough to be just a bit annoying. I
transferred my stuff to the back of the Traverse (the smaller of the two school vehicles we’d be taking) and brought both it and the
suburban around to the drive by our gym. I listened to the local radio station as I waited for the kids to show up.
The first of the kids arrived about 6:20, and most of the others were there shortly before the 6:30 departure time I’d set. The
exception was Tommy and his mother. Tommy had flown back from Italy yesterday, and he hadn’t gotten back to his home in Bancroft
until 2am. It’s about a twenty-minute drive from Bancroft down to Algona, so it wasn’t really a surprise he wasn’t there on time. He and
his mother did show up just a few minutes late, and we were on our way at 6:37am.

As we made our way eastward on highway 18 and then south on
Avenue of the Saints, the rain kept spitting. It usually wasn’t enough to
warrant regular wipers, but there was no intermittent setting that seemed to
be right. Mostly I just switched the wipers on and off by hand. The back
wiper was even worse. All it seemed to do was streak things, rather than
clearing the window. Eventually I decided to turn on the rear window
defroster, and that seemed to work much better than the wiper.
After a couple hours we reached Cedar Falls. They’re doing major
construction on Avenue of the Saints there, putting in a new exit and also
resurfacing the road. It took quite a while to get through town, and I was very
pleased to make our first stop of the day at a Kwik Star convenience store at
the south end of Cedar Falls.
While my preference would have been otherwise, we ended up
traveling with two very different atmospheres in the vehicles. Understandably
Getting ready to leave
Eric and Jenny wanted to be with their sons, and they also preferred driving
a larger vehicle. That meant that Jenny was in the suburban for the entire trip, and Eric was there most of the time as well. The four
seniors were also in the suburban, and I gather it was a fairly lively atmosphere in there. I spent the entire trip in the Traverse, most of
the time the only adult in there. The two juniors were also in that vehicle, and it would be hard for them to have been quieter. They slept
the majority of the time, and when they were awake they mostly read or listened to music on headphones. There were times it was
honestly kind of difficult for me to stay awake, but I did manage things okay.
There was a lot of traffic on I-380, but we managed to make it through without a problem. I-80 had surprisingly little traffic, and
before long we were at our second stop, at the enormous truck stop west of Davenport. We bought gas there and also used the restroom.
That ended up taking forever. They’re doing some sort of construction at the truck stop, and the restrooms have been temporarily
relocated just about as far from the gas pumps as could possibly be. I’d budgeted fifteen minutes for the break, but it took closer to half
an hour.
The rain stopped as we neared the end of Iowa. We took the beltway around the Quad Cities and then followed I-74 southeast
to Peoria. We went straight through the city. They’ve improved I-74 since I was last there, though, so it was six lanes all the way through.
We stopped in East Peoria for lunch. After hearing the possibilities, the kids had said that Chick-Fil-A sounded good. It turned out that
was more than a bit tricky to get to (a couple turns and a roundabout from the exit), but we did eventually find it. I had a spicy chicken
sandwich and a peach milkshake, both of which were excellent. The kids all seemed to enjoy their lunches as well.
We got back on I-74 and headed east to Normal (where I found they recently closed the Mitsubishi plant where my car was built)
and on to Champaign. There we stopped following signs for Indianapolis and instead turned off toward Memphis. The most noteworthy
feature on this part of the trip was an
enormous cross that’s beside the highway in
the town of Effingham, where I-57 and I-70
come together. The kids googled it on their
phones and discovered that it is apparently the
world’s largest cross. There are certainly
worse things you could see while traveling.
We’d intended to stop at a rest area
near Effingham. Unfortunately Illinois (like
many other states, including Iowa) is in the
process of shutting down many of its rest
areas. The rest areas both north and south of
Effingham were closed, and it would have
been nearly a hundred miles until the next one.
I really dislike closing rest areas. If
anything, I think we should be opening more
of them. They’re a great service, and they
provide good P.R. for the state. Politicians find
them too expensive, but in the great scheme
of government budgets, the cost really is
trivial. A lot of politicians these days seem to
think that government shouldn’t be providing
any services, though, and things like roadside
parks are easy to cut.

Website photo of world’s largest cross – Effingham, Illinois

Since we couldn’t stop at a rest area, we pulled off in the little town of Farina and used the restroom at a Jack Flash gas station
there. I’d certainly never heard of the town of Farina before. Indeed the only contact I’d ever had with the word “farina” was as a disgusting
hot cereal my grandparents used to eat. (Indeed I just checked online and confirmed that “farina” is just the generic name of Cream of
Wheat, which I never realized was a registered trademark.) According to Wikipedia, the town was named after the food, though they’ve
never had a cereal plant there. The town of Farina has about 500 people, which is about half of what it had during the Great Depression.

Aside from the gas station there appears to be a bank and a Dollar General store. It’s certainly not a place I’ll feel the need to rush back
to any time soon.
We continued south on I-57 to the north end of Illinois’ Little Egypt region. The farms turn to forest here, and the land gets much
more rugged. Southern Illinois is really the foothills of Appalachia, both geographically and culturally. It’s pretty driving through there,
but it seems very far from home.
As we entered Kentucky we were greeted by a billboard emblazoned with crosses and flags that said “Thank God for Donald
Trump!” I’ve got to say that just makes me sick. While I can understand why some people might like President Trump, I just can’t
understand how serious Christians can support him. It’s hard to find a commandment he hasn’t blatantly broken, yet the so-called
“Christians” on the right don’t seem to care. I remember a time when it was scandalous for Jimmy Carter to say he might have “committed
adultery in his heart”. Not only has Trump been twice divorced, but it’s pretty clear he’s committed actual adultery in all three of his
marriages. He pretty much never goes to church, and he ignores Christ’s directives to turn the other cheek, refrain from judging, help the
“least of these”, deny himself, avoid laying up treasures on earth, and love his neighbor as himself. It’s honestly kind of hard to find
someone who is a worse example of Christian morality, but evangelical Christians just seem to give him a pass.
I was even more upset with President Trump in light of the current news of his bad-mouthing the leaders of our closest allies
(Canada, France, Britain, and Germany) while cozying up with one of the most evil dictators in history, who has killed many of his own
people and put others into slavery. I realize that another of Christ’s commands was also to “love your enemy”, but there’s just something
wrong when our President talks trash about our friends to the north and then has only good things to say about North Korea.
It was getting fairly late when we got to Paducah, Kentucky, so I decided to stop there for dinner. The kids were mad because
I’d pulled into a Burger King. They’d seen Five Guys burger place on the other side of the exit and had hoped I’d be stopping there. No
one had told me where they wanted to stop, though, and Five Guys almost certainly would have made an already long day even longer.
Burger King made a quick stop, even if it wasn’t what the kids preferred.
Unfortunately Paducah wasn’t the end of our day. Beyond there we still had about two hundred miles to go. We made our way
into Tennessee, past Clarksville and on to Nashville. It was well past rush hour, but traffic was still very heavy. There’s a good beltway
for avoiding Nashville east to west (between Knoxville and Memphis), but nothing at all for traffic going north and south. I-24 goes right
straight through downtown, and it keeps joining and peeling off of other interstates. It was more than a little bit annoying.
We finally reached our destination—Manchester, Tennessee—about 9:30pm, and we found the Sleep Inn there with no problem.
We got to our rooms fairly quickly, but then I realized that they’d charged the wrong amount when we’d checked in—about $30 per room
more than the rate that was confirmed in my reservation. It took quite a while to get things worked out, but eventually I got credits for the
overcharge issued on all four rooms.
I still wanted to gas up the vehicles before going to bed, since I always prefer to leave in the morning with full tanks. There was
a Shell station across the street from the hotel, so one at a time I took the vehicles over there. When I took the first vehicle, I slid the
school credit card at the pump, but it flashed a message that said “SEE CLERK”. I was afraid the school business manager might not
have contacted the bank to let them know we’d be out of state, but apparently it was just a quirk of that pump. The clerk ran the card with
no problem. The issue was that I had to estimate the amount of gas I’d need. Then when it turned out to be less than that, she had to
cancel the original amount and re-run it for the final total. It worked, but it was annoying.
I watched a bit of Forensic Files on TV and then settled in for the night. This had been a VERY long day, and it was good to
have it finally draw to a close.

I was up before six, showered, and made my way down to breakfast. It was a pretty basic motel spread. I had pre-made
scrambled eggs, a biscuit with honey, and yogurt. They also had sausage, waffles, cereal, and fruit, but I passed on those. Most of the
kids were up notably later than I was, and they barely had a bite of breakfast.
We left promptly at 7:30. Manchester is at the edge of the Cumberland Plateau, and
almost immediately after setting out we hit serious mountains. Between Nashville and
Chattanooga I-24 crosses the Monteagle Pass, which is rugged enough that it compares to the
grades in Colorado. There’s a creeper lane headed uphill and several runaway truck ramps on the
way down. The scenery is absolutely gorgeous, but I really couldn’t enjoy it while I was trying to
make time. There are country songs that talk about how dangerous this route is, and I was glad to
make it through safely.
We got to Chattanooga right at rush hour. Chattanooga is about the size of Des Moines
(both the city proper and the metro area), and since it’s built in a narrow valley between high
mountains, there’s really only one way through it. That route is an archaic interstate with a bad
surface, lots of curves, and mostly just four lanes. It was annoying, but we made it through all right.
We joined interstate 75 at Chattanooga, and our first break was at the Georgia welcome
center just south of there. I was perfectly willing to give up the wheel after driving over the

mountains and through the city, so Eric and Jenny drove south from there. Most of the drive across Georgia was actually pretty easy. I75 is a minimum of six lanes wide all the way across the state. The trucks are required to keep right, so that makes things much easier
for the cars. Eric planted himself in the left lane and just whizzed all the way down to Atlanta.
My original plan had been to take the beltway around Atlanta. That does add quite a few miles, though, and Google Maps
indicated that there were back-ups going around the city. Because of that we decided to just stay on I-75 and go right straight through
downtown. There were back-ups there as well, and I must say I was glad I wasn’t in the driver’s seat during this stretch. The worst
problems actually weren’t downtown, but rather in the southern suburbs. They’re in the process of building “peach pass” express lanes
there, but until those open there’s far too few lanes moving far too much traffic.
Our next stop was in Macon, another place the size of Des Moines that’s about 80 miles south of Atlanta. We bought gas and
had lunch at a Taco Bell there. The kids seemed to like that choice, and so did I. I especially liked that the value menu at this Taco Bell
still had all their items for a dollar. For just four bucks I had two tostadas, a quesadilla, and a caramel apple empanada. It’s hard to beat
that for value these days.
By eastern standards Georgia is an enormous state. It’s about the same size as Iowa, though the larger dimension is north/south
rather than east/west. We’d spend most of our day in Georgia as we made it from Exit 353 down to Exit 1. It really seemed as if the state
would never end.
You get an idea just how many people live in the South when you drive on the interstates here. On the map the towns we’d
pass looked like nothing, yet there seemed to be five motels and a dozen restaurants at every single exit. We had to have passed a
dozen Hampton Inns just between Atlanta and Valdosta. I doubt there’s a dozen Hamptons in all of Iowa, but every little nothing in
southern Georgia gets enough traffic to support one—plus all the other hotels.
Gas prices on this trip were all over the place, with very little rhyme or reason to them. We’d see vastly different prices even at
the same exit. The lowest we saw was $2.529, and it went all the way up to $2.949. Illinois was probably the most expensive state overall,
though Tennessee and Iowa were close behind. Georgia was easily the cheapest, followed by Florida.
We continued to whiz right along most of the way south. Unfortunately when we got to Valdosta (about mile 20) it started to
rain. It rapidly began raining harder and harder and harder, fast becoming one of the worst thunderstorms I’d ever seen. Very soon it
was difficult to even see the road. Lots of people pulled off. I considered doing that myself, but each time I thought about it, it seemed
to brighten up just a bit. People were driving every speed imaginable—the sort of thing you see during a blizzard in the Midwest. I was
very thankful we had three lanes in each direction, because I’d frequently come up rapidly on someone and have to switch lanes.
The rain reduced to drips when we reached the Florida border. That let us use the restroom and get the requisite pictures at
the welcome center. We didn’t dawdle at the rest area, because the place was thick with gnats. We’d have been eaten alive if we’d
stayed too long.
When we set out again the storms recurred, every bit as bad as before. It kept looking brighter and brighter, yet the rain would
fall harder and harder. I have no idea how much rain they got, but it really was a deluge. One small consolation to the storm was that
we got to follow a lovely rainbow most of the way to Orlando.
While I’d plotted our route ahead of time, in my mind I hadn’t really realized just how far south Orlando was. Once we left
Georgia, I had the sense we were almost there. In fact we still had 200 miles left to go. At least we weren’t headed all the way to Miami
or the Keys.
Not long after entering Florida, we crossed the Suwannee River, and of course my mind broke into song. I couldn’t help but
wonder if kids even sing “Old Folks at Home” in school these days. I’d bet not, since it’s been a long, long time since words like “darkies”
were acceptable in polite society. I must say it is a pretty melody, though.
That song glorifying plantation days is just one example of how different the various parts of Florida are. In my Statistics class
there’s one lesson where we analyze the many things that went wrong in the infamous 2000 Presidential election. One of the points
that’s stressed there is that Florida really is two (or possibly three) completely different states. Northern Florida is the Deep South, and I
remember from my grad school days that the panhandle was way more redneck than Mississippi. Southern Florida is made up of people
who have moved there—either from the Northeast or from the Caribbean. Between those are places like Orlando, which has things in
common with both Miami and the plantation country. (How that pertains to the election, by the way, is that different polls over-sampled
different parts of the state. By doing so, they made it appear that one or the other candidate had a solid lead, when in fact the race was
literally too close to call.)
There were a lot of mostly storm-related back-ups on the interstate as we made our way through northern Florida. We came to
a dead stop at least twice and crawled along for several lengthy stretches. Again traffic went every conceivable speed, and people were
weaving in and out, switching lanes constantly. When we reached Wildwood (where the Florida Turnpike begins) I needed to use the
restroom badly. I really didn’t want to take the time to leave the highway to take care of that, though.
The real storms stopped when we turned off onto the turnpike, but it continued to rain heavily and steadily. Traffic was moving,
but since the turnpike is only four lanes rather than six, it was still clogged. We made our way along at about 60mph, though.
Just before Orlando the turnpike widened to five lanes in each direction. Unfortunately we exited almost immediately to follow
a different tollway, Florida highway 429. Officially called the Daniel Webster Western Beltway (though what the New Englander had to

do with Florida, I don’t know), highway 429 is one of numerous privately operated toll roads in central Florida. While they move traffic far
better than Orlando’s free roads, they come at a hefty price. We stopped at two different toll booths in just fifteen miles, paying a total of
three bucks per vehicle for the privilege. By comparison, we paid $3.25 (in just one lump sum) to go more than forty miles on the Florida
Turnpike.
It stopped raining for good when we finally exited onto U.S. 192, our last highway of the day. This is an endless strip that runs
across the south edge of the Orlando area. It’s six lanes, with stop lights about every mile. At the side are access roads that lead to
countless hotels, restaurants, and tourist-oriented shops. The route also provides the main access to Walt Disney World and to a number
of golf courses and other resorts. They prohibit left turns most of the way along this road, but there are U-turn opportunities every half
mile or so. Traffic actually moves pretty well. Indeed, most of the time we’d find we moved better on 192 than on the area interstates.
We drove about 2½ miles east and turned into our ultimate destination, the Ramada Plaza Gateway—Kissimmee. (The
Kissimmee is important, because when you type “Ramada Plaza Gateway” into Google Maps, the default that comes up is in Xuhui,
China.) “Gateway” here refers to the fact that it’s just outside Disney World, like pretty much every other hotel that’s not directly owned
by Disney. It’s an old hotel (probably dating back to when the theme park first opened), but it’s been maintained pretty well. It’s certainly
way nicer than the Days Inn where Margaret and I stayed when we were in Orlando years ago.
It took a long time to check in. There was a long line at reception, and while the staff was multilingual, they did not speak the
Asian and East European languages that the guests who were in front of me in line did. Most of the guests had booked through thirdparty sites, which created additional complications. There was also a problem with someone’s credit card, and there were arguments
over which amenities were and weren’t included with different rates. Eventually they got everything worked out, and I made it to the front.
My check-in was also complicated, simply because we had four different rooms. The clerk was very efficient, though. Best of all, she
found the grand total and just ran the credit card through one time to cover all four rooms—a big time-saver over getting four different
approvals.
There are many different kinds of
rooms at this hotel, and I was well aware that
at $69 a night, we wouldn’t be getting top of
the line. The hotel includes a tower building
(where the nicest rooms are) and motel
buildings with outside entrances facing the
pool (where we were). Our rooms were
nothing special, but they were perfectly
adequate. We had two double beds, a large
dresser area, a flat-screen TV, and a minifridge. The sink was outside the bathroom
(which I find more convenient when I’m
sharing a room), and the shower had decent
pressure. The only real problem with the room
was that there were very few electrical plugs,
way too few for the amount of electronics
modern travelers use. That’s true of any older
hotel, though, and it was a problem we could
deal with.
We settled in, and everyone decided
to just have dinner at the hotel. Eric and Jenny
ate at the hotel restaurant, which they found
overpriced and disappointing. The kids had
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pizza, which they waited forever for and also found less than satisfying. I went to Andy’s Deli, a little self-serve place in back of the main
restaurant, and I seemed to have the best experience of the group. I had a pre-made ham sandwich on tasty rye bread and some apple
soda. There was nothing special about it, but nothing bad either. It was a bit overpriced ($8 all together), but I’ve certainly paid more for
worse food.
I wanted to gas up the cars, and I figured that would be easy since I’d seen a sign for a Wal-Mart gas station right next to the
hotel. Unfortunately after setting out I couldn’t figure out how to actually get from the hotel to Wa-Mart. Eventually I gave up and just
went back to the room.
I wanted to watch TV but soon realized that there was no remote control in the room. Today’s televisions won’t even turn on
without a remote, so I needed to get one. I went back to reception and stood in line again behind other people who didn’t speak English,
Spanish, or French (the languages the clerks appeared to know). When I got to the front, the clerk suggested I’d have gotten faster
service by calling. The wait wasn’t too bad, though, and almost immediately a janitor came with a remote. Amusingly, it turned out to be
programmed in Spanish. That wasn’t really a problem, though, and I was able to watch some TV.
Mr. Degen returned and recounted a very interesting evening. He and Mrs. Eichenberger had spent most of the night in the bar,
visiting with a couple from Great Britain. Their service there had been abysmal, mostly because the bartender had to leave to talk with a
deputy sheriff who was investigating some crime that had occurred at the hotel the previous night. I have no idea what happened or if
they actually managed to solve the crime, but it did make for an interesting story.

Right outside our door Mr. Degen found a penny, and he said he hoped it would be lucky. As things turned out for us in the
tournament, it may indeed have been.

I was up fairly early this morning. After showering I walked over to Wal-Mart, partly just to figure out where the place was. It
turns out that while there’s a fence between the hotel and the discount store, it is possible to get from one to the other—but you have to
know what you’re doing. What you do is to exit to the access road, enter a Black Angus restaurant next door, walk or drive through the
parking lot, and then cross an alleyway that separates the restaurant from the Wal-Mart garden center. People seem to make that walk
all the time, and they come not just from the hotel but from apartments that are quite a bit more distant. There’s also a bus stop across
the street from Black Angus, and quite a few pedestrians come from there as well.
The main thing I picked up at Wal-Mart was a belt, since I’d left mine at home. Our kids traditionally wear dress clothes at
nationals (though many other teams are much less dressed up), and I figured I should also look halfway decent. In addition I picked up
a packet of notebook paper the kids could use as scratch paper. Scratch paper is allowed in quiz bowl, but they don’t provide it at
nationals. Kids often bring their own, but I wanted to have some available, just in case.
I’d worked up a sweat walking to Wal-Mart and back, so I rested a while in the air conditioning in my room. Then I had breakfast
at the hotel restaurant. Breakfast wasn’t included in our discount room rate, but they served a buffet for $9.95 (plus tax and tip). It wasn’t
a bad spread, but it really wasn’t worth ten bucks either. I didn’t bother going back the other days. The best part was made-to-order
omelettes, which were excellent. They also had crispy bacon and fairly decent home fries. Much less enjoyable were pre-made pancakes
that seemed to have been sitting around for hours and fruit salad that looked like it had been there for days. It was also k ind of strange
that they offered coffee, but not juice. You could buy fresh-squeezed orange juice for four bucks more, but they’d do well to set up the
traditional hotel juice machine.
I’d told the kids to meet in my room half an hour before their first game. This was about the only time all year I was really a
“coach” in quiz bowl. Since ours is a Catholic school, I began with a brief devotion. I’d looked up the readings of the day and was
intrigued to find that gospel included the parable of the mustard seed—how the smallest things can grow to greatness. We were by far
the smallest school at nationals, and I pointed out to the kids that this gospel was meant for them. I also noted that the New Testament
reading dealt with having courage in all things and suggested they should pay attention to that. After going through those readings, I
went through the quirks of the rules at nationals. Every quiz bowl tournament is different, and the games at nationals have some
substantial differences from most of the ones we play during the school year. We’ve missed out on points by not realizing how the rules
work in the past, and it was important that the kids fully understand them now. Then I wished them good luck, and it was time to play.
Because we had to wait to leave until Tommy had returned from Italy, we’d missed one full day of competition. That meant that
this year all six of our preliminary games would be on Saturday. That actually worked pretty well. Many years at nationals there’s been
way too much dead time, but this year we just played one game after another. That kept the kids’ minds on competition, rather than
giving them too many chances to get distracted.
Our first game was against Hopatcong, New Jersey. This is an “exburb”, a formerly rural place that’s rapidly transitioning into a
suburb. It’s at the end of one of the NJ Transit lines that fan out from New York City, and while no one there would say they live in New
York, they definitely are in the city’s sphere of influence. We answered the first three questions, and that seemed to make the Hopatcong
team a bit nervous. Our kids were composed and confident, and they did what they had to do to win. We led throughout the game and
ended up winning 195 – 110. That’s a narrow win and not a high score, but a win is a win. There’s literally dozens of times we’ve lost by
similar margins at nationals, and it was good to start off winning that way.
Our reader in this game was the former coach from White Plains, another New York suburb that happens to have the most wins
of any school that’s ever competed at nationals. He was an excellent moderator, and it occurred to me that after I retire (which won’t be
any time soon) it might be fun to work a room at nationals.
Our second game was against Lamar, an enormous high school in Houston. The game was actually tied after the lightning
round. Unfortunately at nationals there’s a fourth round called “Stump the Experts” with high-value toss-up questions. Those played to
Lamar’s strengths (including two different questions about Texas), and we ended up losing that game 240 – 140. The kids still felt pretty
good, though.
One of our kids is part of the Garrigan baseball team, and during the Lamar game the baseball coach had sent a text to his
players on how important it was to mentally “show up” for a game. Our next game was a perfect example of that. Our kids did show up,
but their opponents (Athens Christian, from a town just southeast of Dallas) didn’t. We dominated from start to finish, including getting
nine out of ten right in a lightning round on rock and roll. We ended up winning 280 – 60, which may be our biggest margin of victory ever
at nationals.
The readers for those rock and roll questions was Ernie Anderson, a DJ from West Virginia who’s been at every national
tournament we’ve competed in. Ernie is just about my favorite moderator, and the kids like him as well. He makes the games fun, which
really is the whole point of things.
Our fourth game was against Cotter, a small town in Ozarks of northwest Arkansas. It was a relatively close game, but we won
250 – 185. After a lengthy break we played Columbiana, an old industrial town near Youngstown, Ohio. Beating them 250 – 180

guaranteed we’d make playoffs. Our captain remarked that the teams didn’t seem as good as they had some years. Perhaps that’s true,
though if it was, it would have just been the luck of the draw. It’s also possible that it helped to have a team made up mostly of seniors,
who had more background in the things they ask in quiz bowl than younger teams. Whatever the reason, the kids did very well, and I
was proud of them.

The team posing before a game
We were glad we’d already qualified
for playoffs, because no one was expecting
much in our final preliminary game. We were
playing White Plains, which I mentioned
earlier holds the record for most wins at
nationals. They did beat us, but it ended up
being remarkably close, with a final score of
220 – 205. Too often all our games at
nationals have been like that. It was nice that
this year a close loss was irrelevant.
In the team pictures I’ve included
here you’ll see player signs, which is
something new this year. In the past they’ve
had the players write their names on white
boards, but this year they asked schools to
provide their own signs. I made them on the
computer and printed them on heavy yellow
paper so they ended up in the school colors of
black and gold. The kids really liked them, and
they did look nice—if I do say so myself.
Clowning after qualifying for playoffs

I always include mass as part of our
quiz bowl trips. This year I was able to find one that was at 6pm on Saturday, an ideal time for us. The kids changed quickly, and we
fought horrible traffic on Interstate 4, the main north-south route through Orlando (even though it’s officially an east-west interstate). It
took about half an hour to travel five miles, but we did manage to arrive just before the service started.
We attended mass at the Basilica of Our Lady, Queen of the Universe, which is a fascinating church. It was built by the Diocese
of Orlando specifically to serve tourists. They don’t have any regular parish congregation, and while there were more than 1,000 people
in attendance this evening, at last three-fourths of them raised their hands as having come from out of town. The diocese calls the basilica
a “site of pilgrimage”, and they essentially market it as a religious tourist attraction. They time their services to appeal to tourists (like
having a very late mass on Saturday night), and the location is conveniently right next door to an outlet mall. The building has a Spanish

colonial look on the outside, but inside it’s very modern. It’s really quite a pretty facility, and apparently a number of famous people
(including Pope John Paul II) have worshipped there.

Basilica of Our Lady, Queen of the Universe – Orlando, Florida
While the service was rather dull, they had one of the best organs and choirs I’ve ever heard in a Catholic church. Music i s
usually almost incidental to Catholic worship, but it was a focal point here. The lectors were also excellent, reading clearly and confidently.
The homily was far too long, but it was kind of interesting. The priest focused on the parable of the mustard seed, and he noted
that it was appropriate since this weekend marked both the fiftieth anniversary of the creation of the Orlando Diocese and the twenty-fifth
anniversary of this particular church. The priest was a native of Birmingham, England, and he had been sent to Florida in 1968 as a
missionary. He noted that in the 1960s central Florida was a considered a remote place where it was logical to send a missionary. Today,
though, it is one of the fastest-growing Catholic dioceses in the world and one of the few places in America where churches and schools
are growing rather than closing. (The home church of one of our students recently closed, and there’s a good chance another of the
churches that send kids to Garrigan will close in the next couple of years.) This church, too, is like a small seed that has grown. They
built it with little more than prayers, but today they attract 5,000 worshippers each weekend.
It really amazed me just how new the Orlando diocese was, since the Archdiocese of Dubuque dates to 1837 and the Diocese
of Sioux City was established in 1900. I looked into the history of the Catholic church in Florida and found out that until 1803 the whole
state was administered from Santiago, Cuba, and until 1870 it was part of the Archdiocese of New Orleans. In 18770 they created the
Diocese of St. Augustine, which covered the entire state of Florida. That one diocese continued until 1858, when Miami was separated
out. Orlando and St. Petersburg got their own bishops in 1968, Pensacola (which was later moved to Tallahassee) in 1975, and Palm
Beach and Sarasota in 1984. That really is amazingly recent.
It’s also interesting that the Diocese of Orlando claims the moon as part of its territory. Ever since the days of days of Columbus
and de Gama church law has said that newly explored regions come under the jurisdiction of the diocese from which the exploration set
out. Since Cape Canaveral is in the Orlando Diocese, they claim the places that have been explored by expeditions beginning there.
After church it was time for our “official” team meal. This has been a tradition for many years when we go to nationals, just as
sports teams have special meals together when they make it to state. For a long time our former superintendent, Gene Meister, donated
funds to provide those meals. Gene passed away a couple years ago, so it was my own money that paid for things this year. It turned
out to be just a bit more than I’d budgeted for, but I was happy to do it for the kids.
Pretty much every dining option imaginable is available in the Orlando area. I’d noticed when I’d scouted out the church online
that the adjacent outlet mall had just about every mid-range restaurant chain there is, including many we’d eaten at on previous trips.
The kids didn’t want any of those, though. They’d noticed a Texas Roadhouse back by the hotel, and that’s where they all but insisted
we go. I’d never been to a Texas Roadhouse before, and honestly I doubt I’ll ever be back (unless it’s on a future trip like this). It’s
crowded and noisy, and they really don’t serve anything you couldn’t get at a dozen other chains. (We’ve done team meals at Outback
and Applebees, and I really liked both of them better.)
We were told there would be a forty-minute wait for seating, which would have been enough for me to consider almost anywhere
else. The kids had no problem with that, though, and they just hiked around the enormous parking lot that serves about half a dozen
adjacent restaurants. I desperately needed to use the restroom, so I made a bee-line for a nearby fast food place (Pollo Tropical, which
I recall eating at in Miami years ago). It was convenient that there was a line there, because I just snuck in, used their facilities, and then
headed out again.
We were seated after about half an hour, and we ended up sitting clear back in a corner. There was a children’s birthday party
at the nearest table to ours, and it was kind of fun to see an entertainer create balloon animals for the little kids. We were served by a
team of two waiters—one male and one female—who seemed to be taking care of an entire section together. First they took our drink
orders. I had the unsweetened ice tea I always get, but most of the kids had various flavored lemonades. Then they served bread—
overly sweet rolls with honey butter to spread on them. Our female chaperone raved about them (and ended up taking home about a
cup of honey butter in her purse), but I really didn’t find them anything all that special. Honey butter is the easiest thing ever to make,
and the rolls were nothing you couldn’t buy in a store. I was glad to have them, though, because they filled the time while we waited for
our entrees—which is, of course, precisely why the restaurant serves them

Texas Roadhouse is primarily a steakhouse. I’m not sure
if they offer any “light and healthy” dishes, and certainly no one in
our group chose anything along that line. Most (myself included)
had steak, which brought out the perennial retorts from the food
snobs that ordering anything beyond rare was too well done. I’m
fine with others ordering things the way they want; I just wish they’d
let me do the same. They offer steaks as large as 32 ounces, but
an 8-ounce sirloin was sufficient for me. The accompanying side
dishes were of mammoth proportions, and all of us were thoroughly
stuffed when we left.
With tax and tip our bill came to $260, or a little less than
thirty bucks a head for nine people. I’d figured it would be closer to
twenty, but it wasn’t too ridiculous of a check. Fortunately none of
the kids ordered the gigantic steak (which would have been forty
bucks on its own), and they also passed on appetizers and dessert.
It still seemed surprisingly pricy for a chain restaurant, though.
When I went back out to the Traverse, I was a bit disturbed
Quiz bowl players at Texas Roadhouse – Kissimmee, FL
to see the dashboard display the message “RIGHT FRONT TIRE IS LOW. ADD AIR.” We had gotten a similar display on one of the
suburbans years ago on a quiz bowl trip, and we’ve also had actual flat tires twice. Obviously I wanted to check on things as soon as I
could. So, as soon as we dropped the kids off back at the hotel, Mr. Degen and I went over to the Wal-Mart gas station. We gassed up
the vehicles and then found an air pump there. Unfortunately the pump charged $1.50, payable in quarters only. I went inside to see if I
could get change from the convenience store. After a long wait in
line, the clerk informed me that they would only make change for
cash purchases—and then only the correct change, no additional
quarters could be given. I’d have been prepared to make two
purchases that each came to just over a dollar, but fortunately a
guy by the door overheard things and offered to trade some
quarters he had in his pocket for my dollar bills. We got the
machine to work, and Mr. Degen added a fair amount of air. We
didn’t have a gauge, so it was unclear exactly what the pressure
was. It was at least as full as the other tires, though.
To jump ahead a bit, the dashboard display never did
clear, though we had no problem with the tire either. The vehicle
drove fine, but it kept telling us that particular tire was low. We
ended up driving almost 1600 miles without incident, though. The
only real problem was that with that display (which there appeared
to be no way of clearing) we couldn’t see the odometer.
Getting out of Wal-Mart was no small challenge. The
parking lot was absolutely packed with people who seemed to be
wandering between their cars and the store entrance in slow
motion. It seemed as if everyone in Florida had decided to do
their shopping at 10pm on a Saturday. I can’t imagine why anyone
would willingly go to Wal-Mart at that hour, but it appears to be
quite the happening place in Orlando.
They’d posted the playoff bracket by the tournament
headquarters, and I took a picture of the sign—almost to convince
myself it was real. There are some teams (like White Plains) that
make it to playoffs every year, but for a tiny school like us it really
was something special. I was proud to update the school website
with the results of the day.

2018 National Academic Championships playoff bracket

I was wide awake at 6:00 this morning, but I decided that was too early to get up. Before I knew it, it was 7:30 and I was rushing
to prepare for the day. After showering I walked about a mile west from the hotel, where I’d seen a Dunkin’ Donuts. I ordered coffee, a
breakfast sandwich, and an éclair. They gave me the coffee almost immediately, but (as is pretty much always the case at Dunkin’
Donuts), there was a wait for the breakfast sandwich. Eventually a different woman from the one who had taken my order passed me a
bag that I assumed was the rest of my order. I was in a bit of hurry to get back for the game, so I figured I’d just eat the breakfast sandwich
and éclair on the way back. Unfortunately, when I opened the bag I found there was no éclair in there. I assume the woman who got the
coffee was supposed to deal with doughnuts as well, but she never got mine. I really didn’t have time to go back and complain about it,
but it was annoying to be out a couple bucks for a pastry I didn’t get.

While it was a great honor to make it to playoffs, it was all but a foregone conclusion that we’d lose our playoff game. I noted
before that we were the smallest school entered in the tournament. We’d be facing Plano West from the suburbs north of Dallas. They’re
one of the biggest schools not just in Texas, but in the entire country. I looked them up online and found out that they graduated more
than 1,500 students this spring—which is more than forty times as big as our senior class. Plano is home to such companies as Texas
Instruments and Hewlett—Packard, so a lot of their students are the children of engineers. Officially we were the #6 seed, and they were
#5. Plano’s ranking was artificially low, though, because they’d had to forfeit a game on Friday, apparently due to being stuck in traffic
on their way from the airport. We found them far better than White Plains, even though the New York school had a higher overall seed.
It was unsurprising that all the starters for Plano West were Asian—Americans. They were confident, and they dominated. Our
team did “show up” mentally, but we were clearly outclassed. The margin kept growing ever-wider, and we ended up losing 420 – 120.
Honestly, though, it’s better to lose overwhelmingly than by just a narrow margin.
A nice thing about losing our first playoff game was that we were now free to enjoy ourselves. The kids had mentioned two main
things they wanted to see on this trip, and today we’d see the first of them: the Kennedy Space Center. While I’d been to the NASA
facilities in Houston and Mississippi before, I’d never been to Cape Canaveral, so I was looking forward to it as well.
We again fought our way through the clog of Interstate 4, turning off a few miles north of the church we went to yesterday. We
exited onto highway 528, the oldest of those private tollways that fan out around central Florida. This trip on the Beach Line Expressway
was one of the most expensive trips I’ve ever made by car. It’s only about 36 miles from I-4 to the cut-off for the Coast, but we dished
out nearly $25 for two cars to make the round trip. I found it particularly annoying that while their website says what the cash tolls are
supposed to be, we ended up paying 50¢ more than what it said online. We could have saved 10% if we’d had a SunPass transponder,
but even that would be pretty pricey.
We exited onto a two-lane cut-off that took us to a causeway that leads to Merritt Island. The destination signs said “Cocoa”,
which made me think of I Dream of Jeannie, where Sergeant Nelson lived on Cocoa Beach. We never actually made it to the beach
(which I assume must have brown sand), instead turning off to head off to the NASA visitors center.
We heard about three times
that no government money goes to
support the tourist facilities at NASA. I
certainly hope that’s the case, since they
ought to take in far more than enough to
keep the place going. I don’t think we
paid anything to visit the Johnson Space
Center in Houston, and the site in
Mississippi has just a nominal
admission. Cape Canaveral, on the
other hand, is one of the most expensive
tourist attractions I’ve ever been to. We
paid and paid and paid some more.
First they charged us ten bucks per
vehicle just to park—and there’s no way
you can get to Cape Canaveral by public
transit. Then there was admission. The
standard rate is $50, and that’s what
almost everyone in our group paid. I
wasn’t too proud to claim a senior
discount (which starts at age 55), but
that shaved only four bucks off the rate.
Mr. Degen was particularly upset that
they didn’t offer any discounts to
veterans, though even active duty
military would only save the same four
The group at the entrance to the Kennedy Space Center
dollars I did. Tax was on top of the base
price and at 8½% it brought my admission right back to about $50. There are multiple gift shops at NASA, and the prices are all in line
with the admission--$29.95 for a T-shirt, $6.95 for a pouch of freeze-dried ice cream, and $2.50 for a postcard. You can even buy a
space suit (the glorified jump suits they use on the space shuttle, not the enormous things I remember from the ‘60s) for $179. They also
have numerous concession stands, all of which have attraction prices. The one thing I bought was a souvenir cup of pop, which was
$7.50. I passed on $8 pretzels or $14 popcorn.
Unfortunately after coughing up the big bucks, I was rather underwhelmed by the Kennedy Space Center. The main thing fifty
bucks gets you at NASA is a bus tour of the Cape Canaveral facilities. Before you can take the tour, they insist on taking your picture,
which of course they try to sell to you later. After that visitors have to make their way through an endless tape maze. The line did move,
but it still took more than twenty minutes to make our way to the front.
The only real point of interest is the Saturn V launch site where the Apollo rockets took off. It’s about a fifteen-minute ride from the
visitors center, and there’s not a lot of interest along the way. The driver tried to fill the time with bad jokes, and I just wasn’t in the mood
for that. He did better when he pointed out things of interest (from the massive assembly facility to a turtle at the side of the road). What
he didn’t do was give us much information. I’d like to have found out more about just how the facility works, but that wasn’t to be.

The structures at Cape Canaveral seem small, but they’re actually enormous. The rocket assembly building, for instance, looks
like it could be in an office park from the distance. When you get up close, though, there are shipping containers next to it that look like
children’s blocks. The bunker-like cement structure is apparently as tall as a thirty-story building. Pretty much everything else is similarly
out of scale.
Something I hadn’t really realized was just how much our space program has been privatized. About half the buildings we saw
were SpaceX facilities, and even much of NASA’s own operations have been handed over to private subcontractors. I’m honestly not
sure what I think of that, but I suppose it is a sign of the times.
There’s a second museum facility at the Saturn V site, and it’s honestly much more interesting than the main visitor’s center. It
revolves around the moon landing, and it’s really very well done. While we waited to go into the theatre at the beginning of the museum,
they played music from the ‘60s and showed news clips from that era. The movie itself gave a brief background on the space race and
what it took to put men on the moon. We then went into what they said was the actual launch control facility, rather than a mock-up of it.
It’s really sort of a mixture of the two. They have the original blue enamel desks and huge computer consoles, but they’ve replaced the
screens with modern high definition displays that explain what’s happening. Finally we went into an enormous museum that walks you
through all the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo missions. It was kind of fun to see the same Des Moines Register front page with the headline
“WE’RE ON THE MOON” in blue ink that I’ve put up for years in my classroom at school. The museum ends with displays of all the
different advances in technology that trace their origins to the space race. Just about everything today’s kids take for granted wouldn’t
be there except for NASA.

LEFT: Launch control room
RIGHT: Rocket Garden
Kennedy Space Center, Florida
After the bus tour we went back to the main visitors’ center, where the primary attraction is an IMAX theater. They offer several
3-D movies, and theoretically you could stay all day and see them all. We saw the one that was showing just as we arrived, which mostly
told about life on the space shuttle, interspersed with comments about climate change and global cooperation. It could have used some
judicious editing, and honestly it seemed a bit too preachy and political (and that’s coming from someone who agreed with almost
everything they said). The kids liked it a lot, though, and it was interesting. I particularly enjoyed seeing what it’s like to do everyday
things in space, while the kids seemed more impressed with the views out the window of the shuttle. Their reaction made me wonder if
people see the “big blue marble” pictures of earth these days. They were everywhere when I was a kid, and I just take them for granted.

Causeway between Cape Canaveral and the Mainland
Titusville, Florida

We walked around the rocket garden
(which really isn’t terribly interesting) and then
made our way back to the parking lot. We drove
back across the causeway and then followed the
toll road back to Orlando. The kids had decided
they wanted to go to a miniature golf place we’d
passed on our way to church yesterday. While I
had no interest in that at all, this was of course
their trip, not mine. It was actually convenient that
the place made people play in groups of four.
Since we had nine in our group, I could easily
pass on golfing and let the others make two
groups. Since I wasn’t playing, they didn’t’
charge me, but they did let me follow along and
get pictures of the rest. They also didn’t charge
Mr. Degen, since he was a father and this was
Father’s Day. It was actually more interesting
than I’d expected, and the kids seemed to like it
a lot.

We timed things well, as the kids finished golfing just as it
started to rain. It dripped as we wound through the Orlando
convention complex and then started pouring when we entered
Interstate 4. Once again traffic seemed to be forever jammed. I
couldn’t count how many times we came to a dead stop, and I don’t
think we ever got above 15mph. Orlando does seem to have just
about the worst traffic I’ve seen anywhere.
Since the hotel is on the south side of U.S. 192, it’s hard to
get there from the east. We had to go past it, turn onto the side road
that leads past Wal-Mart, and then make a U-turn at Wal-Mart to get
back to the access road. Having few left turns does keep traffic
moving on 192, but it’s also kind of annoying.
Back at the hotel we checked the play-off bracket they’d
posted outside the headquarters. We were pleased to find that
Plano West had gone on to win the Orlando branch of the
tournament. Not only that, but they have a grand championship
where they bring together the winners of all four sites of nationals—
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Orlando, Chicago, Washington, and New Orleans. Plano West had beaten all the other winners and won the overall national
championship. There was good consolation in knowing the team that beat us also beat everyone else.
The kids spent the evening playing vide games, Eric and Jenny talked, and I watched TV and did some work on the computer.
For dinner I once again went to the deli. This time I had a packaged Cobb salad and what they called a virgin frozen Margarita (basically
a lime slush). Both were really very good. I went to bed fairly early and got a decent night’s sleep.

I was up around 7:00 this morning and after showering had breakfast at a nearby McDonalds. I had a coupon for two-for-one
breakfast sandwiches, so I had an Egg McMuffin and a bacon, egg, and cheese biscuit. I also got a large coffee to start my day.
We left about 9:30 and headed over to today’s destination, the Universal Studios theme park. In spite of objections from the
other chaperons, I had everyone cram into the suburban to make our way over there. Mr. Degen drove, and I rode in back with the kids.
Traffic was actually somewhat better on I-4 this morning, with only a couple dead stops as we headed north. We paid our $22 for parking
(for just the one vehicle) and then made our way to the top level of their enormous ramp. There was a long walk to the airport-style
security at the park entrance and then another long walk to the ticketing area.
I had checked online while planning things and found that the admission to Universal was $115. I’d budgeted for that amount.
Universal is actually three different theme parks, though, and what I hadn’t figured was that the kids would essentially demand to visit two
of those three parks. This was because “The Wizarding World of Harry Potter” (which is their premier attraction these days) was purposely
split between the original Universal Studios park and the newer Islands of Adventure. To see the whole thing we needed a “park-hopper”
pass, which cost $170 per person. This time I got no discount at all, though Mr. Degen was able to save $5 with his military service.
Once again tax was additional, so it was nearly $200 (plus parking) just to get into the place. The other chaperons seemed to think that
admission was reasonable, which made me wonder just what they spend elsewhere.
While more storms had originally been predicted, we ended up with good weather all day long. I spent the day going around
with the kids. I rode some rides, and I held the kids’ stuff while they rode others. I certainly didn’t get $170 worth of value out of my visit
but I did enjoy the day.
One thing I did at Universal was to ride a “real” roller coaster for the first time in my life, and apparently the coaster I rode was
one of the largest and most popular in the world. The ride has its own Wikipedia page, which notes that the initial “launch” accelerates
to 40mph in two seconds and then reaches a top speed of 67mph. It also features seven inversions—including a zero-g roll, a cobra roll,
two vertical loops, and two corkscrews. I really don’t know the specifics of those different loops, but they were the part of the roller coaster
I hated. I just don’t like being upside-down. I ended up closing my eyes more than I had them open. I didn’t get sick, but I honestly didn’t
care much for the ride. It also seemed kind of silly to wait in line more than half an hour for a minute and a half of actual entertainment.
I can cross riding a roller coaster off my bucket list, though.
The kids managed to ride get on most of the other rides with far shorter waits. They took advantage of “single rider” lines that
they have at many of the attractions. They use these to fill excess seats in cars after groups have taken the rest. The single rider lines
are generally much shorter, and the move a lot faster than the standard lines. In fact, in many cases they moved faster than the express
lines that people who had paid extra for special admission used.
I had been to Universal once before when I visited my friend from grad school, Sandra Springstun, shortly before she moved to
Hawaii. It was fascinating to see just how different things were now than they were back in the ‘90s. I honestly wouldn’t have recognized
anything at all. Not only were the rides themed to more current movies, but the whole way the rides were done was different. Back in

the ‘90s everything was about special effects. My favorite rides then were Earthquake and King Kong. In the Earthquake ride we boarded
mock-ups of BART subway cars. The earthquake hit, and the roof of the subway station crumbled, bringing cars and trucks on the street
above crashing down into the station. Fire broke out, and we could feel the heat of it and see actual flames. For King Kong we rode
gondolas through a forest, where a giant animatronic gorilla attacked us. Pretty much everything at all the attractions was done with sets,
animatronics, and special effects. These days most of the rides are basically just computer animated 3-D movies. You put on special
glasses and board a vehicle that’s mounted on a platform and designed to move at odd angles. As the 3-D characters attack you, the
vehicle lurches out of the way. I suppose it makes sense that a movie company’s theme park would involve watching movies, but I
honestly liked the old way better. Most of the animation isn’t even particularly good, though I’m not sure the kids recognized that. It’s the
sort of boxy characters with plain backgrounds they’re used to seeing in video games.

LEFT: Entrance to Incredible Hulk roller coaster
RIGHT: Selfie at Jurassic Park attraction
Universal Studios theme park – Orlando, Florida
The ride I liked the best was Jurassic Park, which was closer to the old style of ride, though it too had used a lot of computer
generated animation to add to the set. In this ride we took a boat ride through the forest, where of course we were attacked by dinosaurs
(which were still animatronic). The ride ends with a huge plunge down a waterfall.

The kids playing at an arcade at Universal Studios
The other feature rides I did included Transformers, Shrek
4-D (where the fourth dimension was apparently the movement of
our chairs), and Harry Potter and the Escape from Gringotts. I saw
some minor attractions as well, and we took the Hogwarts Express
between the two parks. The kids did another roller coaster called the
Red Rocket (which features a 90 degree hill), a free-fall tower called
Dr. Doom, a second Harry Potter attraction, and an attraction called
The Mummy’s Revenge, which I passed on. While I waited for them
to ride, I saw some characters around the grounds—including
Marilyn Monroe, the Blues Brothers, and several superheroes.
The kids also spent a little while at two different game arcades. They did very well, winning 521 bonus tickets they could redeem
for prizes. The main prize they got was a very high-end harmonica that provided accompaniment for the rest of our trip.

We also spent tons of time walking through the two Harry Potter
areas. These are essentially big “back lot” movie sets, one designed to look
like the little town by Hogwarts and the other like central London. The village
looks particularly strange, since they have it painted to look like it’s winter,
with snow on the roofs (though oddly Hogwarts itself lacks that snow). That
really doesn’t fit with palm trees in the background. The buildings in both
areas are occupied by endless shops where you can purchase licensed
merchandise—and of course the kids did. I couldn’t begin to estimate how
much money they make on souvenirs here.

ABOVE: Hogwarts
BELOW: Hogsmeade Village

Harry Potter was one of many attractions where I missed out on stuff
because I didn’t really know what it was about. I’ve never read the Harry
Potter books; nor have I seen the movies. I’ve never been to Jurassic Park,
either, nor have I seen Shrek or The Transformers or pretty much anything
else that was featured at the park. I’ve never been much of a movie person,
and as an adult going to the movies just seems like a waste of money. I know
the basic plots of some of them, but having not seen the actual films, a lot of
the details were irrelevant to me.
It’s all but impossible to spend a day at an amusement park without
buying food and drink, and of course that’s another big moneymaker for
Universal. Oddly, much of the food they have is from national franchises. It
seemed like there was a Starbuck’s around every corner, and I don’t know
when I’ve seen so many Auntie Anne’s pretzel shops. The prices on
everything were predictable. One of the kids paid $7.99 for a pretzel and
then another $2.99 for a cup of cheese sauce to dip it in. Several others paid
$3.50 for bottles of water, which they felt was a bargain compared to $5
bottles of pop.
One thing we all sampled was Harry Potter butterbeer. What they
serve at Universal is basically ginger ale topped with a sickeningly sweet
butterscotch froth. You can get it either plain or frozen. I had the slush, and
I paid slightly extra ($7.50 rather than $6) to get mine in a souvenir plastic
stein. That actually was good value. The stein could be refilled with ice water
for free at any of the concession stands throughout the park, and you could
also refill it with pop for $1.49 (tax included). I got multiples of both types of
refills over the course of the day—and, of course, I still have my souvenir.

We had lunch in their back-lot set of San Francisco, which houses a number of Jaws-themed attractions. Most of the kids had
seafood of one sort or another, but I chose a margherita pizza. It was really quite good, and at $11 was just about the cheapest thing on
the menu.
There were more things we didn’t see than we did. Of the stuff we skipped, the one thing I’d really have liked to have seen was
the Simpsons attraction. None of the kids wanted to go there, though, so I didn’t either. I cared less about missing Fear Factor Live, Dr
Seuss, Alien Attack, or Woody Woodpecker.
We stopped at Universal Citywalk on the way back to the parking ramp. One of the kids had noticed there was a Cold Stone
Creamery there, and he wanted ice cream. Oddly, their prices weren’t significantly different than you’d see anywhere. Cold Stone is
always ridiculously expensive, but this was no more than they charge at the one in Cedar Falls. Technically we were outside the park
boundary, though, which is probably why it was priced more reasonably.
Traffic was still heavy on I-4, but it actually moved right along, and we made our way back to the hotel in record time. It had
been a long day, though, and it was about 9:00 when we got back. I had a rather nasty sandwich from a deli at the hotel for supper and
then started packing things up. I watched some TV and drank orange juice out of my butterbeer mug. Then I headed off to bed.

My alarm went off at 6:40 this morning. I didn’t really have breakfast, instead just making a cup of coffee in the hotel room. I
finished packing and then went to the main desk to get folios for all our rooms. Everything was in order, and by the time I got back all but
one of the kids was ready to go. Before long he was also set, and we were on our way about 7:35am.
We made our way up the Western Beltway and then headed west on the Florida Turnpike. Both of those roads seemed
surprisingly empty this morning, much emptier than they were when we came down. I drove to a service area near Wildwood, at the
west end of the turnpike, where we stopped for gas and took a quick toilet break. The price was $2.899 a gallon, by far the most we’d
paid on this trip. One of the kids needed to use the restroom, though, so it was an appropriate place to stop.

We then drove on north to the Georgia welcome center. It was mid-morning by the time we got there, which tells you just how
far into Florida Orlando is. Then we continued north to Perry, Georgia, whch is just south of Macon. We bought more gas there, and it
was also an appropriate place to have lunch. I got at lunch special at a Little Caesar’s pizza place next to the gas station. For five bucks
I had four big pieces of deep-dish pizza (“Detroit-style pizza”, which is sort of thick and crispy and really very tasty) and a big bottle of
pop. It was really quite a feast. The rest of the group all went to a KFC across the street. I figured that by the time I’d gassed up the
cars and had lunch myself, they’d be nearly done. KFC was almost laughably slow, though, and many of them hadn’t even gotten their
lunch when I arrived. We ended up spending nearly an hour in Perry, which of course got us well behind the schedule I’d planned.

As on the way down, my plan had been to take the beltway around Atlanta. Once again, though, we checked traffic on our
phone, and this time the route that Google suggested really paid off. The route cut north of the airport on state highway 154, avoiding
jams on both the beltway and the highway through town. We basically didn’t slow down at all until we got to the north end of the city.
Eric Degen was driving the Traverse at one point, and he nearly got hit as he merged back onto I-75. A pick-up towing a trailer
with a lawn tractor atop it pulled right in front of Eric, with just inches to spare. Fortunately we didn’t actually get hit, and we continued
north without a problem.
I was glad we were headed north as we left Atlanta. I’m not sure if there was an accident or what, but the southbound lanes on
I-75 were backed up for more than twenty miles. It was clear sailing northbound, though, and we made it back into rural Georgia with no
problem.
We had our afternoon break at a convenience store in Calhoun, Georgia—home to a team we’d played at nationals in the past.
Then we drove on up to Chattanooga and entered the Central Time Zone. There were a few back-ups there, but things moved better
than they had when we’d come south. We made it over Montleague Pass and then stopped for gas at a dumpy old Marathon station in
Beech Grove, Tennessee.
It was still the end of rush hour when we got to Nashville. I just planted myself in the HOV lane at the left of the freeway. I hate
driving in the left lane (though that seemed to be what the other chaperons preferred), but it was definitely the right choice in Nashville.
We moved along at a comfortable speed—not excessive, but not slow either. Except where various freeways merged and split there
were no real back-ups. Again I was glad we weren’t headed the other way. Even north of the city, the southbound traffic was much
heavier than our side of the road.
North of Nashville (technically west from according to the signs on I-24, which is a truly diagonal interstate) we hit an endless
line of trucks, and that combined with commuters headed up to Clarksville made for a miserable drive. I’ve been to Tennessee many
times, and I pretty much always feel it has some of the worst roads in America. The rural interstates in Tennessee are only two lanes,
but they really need to be at least six. They have distance signs every tenth of a mile all across the state, and on that stretch between
Nashville and Clarksville I’d swear they’d put twenty tenths in every mile.
The car traffic all but disappeared past Clarksville, so in Kentucky it was just us and the trucks. One more time I was glad to
be headed the direction we were, though. A truck had been involved in a bad accident that backed up the southbound lanes for miles.
We slowed down a bit while people gawked, but the back-up
wasn’t nearly as bad as it was the other way.
It was precisely 8pm Central Time when we got to
Paducah. We hadn’t eaten yet, so that was the first order of
business. The kids had seen a Five Guys when we’d stopped in
Paducah on the way south, and that was clearly where everyone
wanted to eat. I didn’t object, as I think Five Guys has just about
the best burgers around. I had a barbecue bacon cheeseburger
and a salted caramel shake. The meal coast as much as my pizza
in Orlando, but it was very good.
Website view of Five Guys – Paducah, Kentucky

After dinner it was just a short drive (half a mile or so) to our hotel, the Quality Suites—National Quilting Hall of Fame. At
some point it might be interesting to see Paducah’s main tourist attraction, but they were of course long closed when we got there.
It took forever to check in. First, the desk clerk was on the phone when we arrived, answering questions for someone who was
making a reservation. It’s been decades since I’ve made a hotel reservation by phone, and I don’t think I ever called a local hotel directly
rather than a central reservations number. Obviously some people do reserve by calling the hotel, though. This one needed a special
room type (both handicap and pet friendly), which is why the call took so long. Once she’d finished on the phone, there was more of a
wait while the clerk transferred our four rooms from the credit card I’d used to reserve them (mine) to the one I’d be paying with (the
school’s). Since we’d arrived long after the cancellation deadline, she’d already charged my card, so she had to reverse those charges
before re-charging them to the other card. Everything did get worked out, but I got more than a bit antsy waiting.
I bought gas at a BP station near the hotel and then had the kids gather in my room to decide when they wanted to leave
tomorrow morning. Then we all settled in for the night.

Mr. Degen was up right at 5am this morning. I’m petty sure his body was still on Eastern Time. Unfortunately once he was up,
I was also fully awake. I tossed in bed for a while, but I stll was up before 6:00.
We were on the road at 7:35, and about 7:40 we crossed the Ohio River into Illinois. There was basically no traffic at all on
Interstate 24, and we made our way to the end of the road with no problem at all. I-57, on the other hand, was clogged with trucks. In
particular there were dozens of double-bottom Fed Ex trucks. Fed Ex has its headquarters in Memphis, and truck after truck seemed to
be headed from there up to Chicago. There’s not much population in the Little Egypt area, but you couldn’t tell that from all the traffic on
the interstate.
We’d decided to take a different route back than we’d taken down, so at Mt. Vernon we turned west on I-64. Oddly that route
(which lads straight over to St. Louis), was eerily empty. We whizzed right along to the edge of the metro area and made our first stop at
a rest area there.
I’d avoided St. Louis on the way down because
pretty much every time I’d been through there in the past,
traffic had been awful. Taking I-57 did add about fifty miles
to the distance, though, so we decided we’d see if it was
shorter to go through yet another city. Once again we
followed the advice of Google Maps, and once again it
worked out for us. We followed I-64 west almost to the
river (Exit 3) and then crossed above East St. Louis on a
brand new expressway (a re-routing of Illinois highway 3)
that is simply signed as “TO I-70”). They probably
obliterated what was left of America’s bleakest city to build
the thing, but it is a lovely road. We crossed the Stan
Musial Bridge (also very new) and joined I-70 just north of
downtown, at a point where the freeway was already wide.
From there we pretty much just sailed west through the city
and suburbs. I’ve never had such an easy time getting
through St. Louis.
Website view of Stan Musial Bridge
One more time we were thankful to be headed the
between East St. Louis, Illinois and St. Louis, Missouri
direction we were when we turned off of I-70 and onto U.S.
61, the south end of Avenue of the Saints. The southbound lanes were backed up badly, but northbound traffic flowed freely. Before
long we made it up to Hannibal.
There was major construction in Hannibal, which made it quite a challenge to pull off and buy gas there. We ended up stopping
at a really dumpy Yesway gas station, the sort of place that has condom machines in the men’s room. It wasn’t a place I wanted to pick
up coffee or a snack.
As we continued north we passed frequent construction areas on Avenue of the Saints in both Missouri and Iowa. We’d had
remarkably little construction on this trip, but today made up for what we missed earlier. The one-lane sections were annoying, but we
made t through all right.
We stopped for lunch at the KFC/Taco Bell on Maple Leaf Drive in Mt. Pleasant. I think of that whole part of town as “new”, and
it’s weird to think that it’s been there longer than my family even lived in Mt. Pleasant. I’ve stopped there on almost every southbound
quiz bowl trip, since it’s just the right distance away from Algona. I could tell we were back in the north, because Taco Bell was expensive.
Most of the value meal in Mt. P. was $1.79, nearly double what it cost in Georgia.
Mrs. Eichenberger complained quite loudly about the restroom in Mt. Pleasant. The men’s room was dirty, but nothing
particularly unusual for a fast food place. Perhaps the women’s was worse, because she definitely went on and on about things.

We hit nasty thunderstorms just north of Cedar Rapids. Just as in Florida, these were bad enough that many people had pulled
off the road. One stupid person had pulled onto the left shoulder, but his car stuck out at least two feet into the lane. I’d be amazed if
someone didn’t hit him while he was stopped there.
It continued to rain hard all the way up to Waterloo. A few people needed to use the restroom, so we stopped for gas at the
Flying J truck stop at the east edge of Waterloo. Fortunately the rain let up a bit while we were stopped. It started in again when we left
the truck stop, though, and it continued to rain all the way home—alternating light and heavy, but never quite as bad as we’d had down
by Cedar Rapids.
I’d noticed that the Des Moines River looked high when we’d crossed into Iowa on Avenue of the Saints, and the further north
we went the more we saw the reason for that. Once we passed Clear Lake we began to see serious flooding. There was ponding in the
fields, and the ditches were full of water. Some of the county roads were closed due to flooding. We’d find out that they’d had ridiculous
amounts of rain in north central Iowa on Wednesday—10 inches in Whittemore, which is just ten miles west of Algona. There were also
two tornado warnings in Kossuth County, though fortunately no one was injured.
Mr. Degen took a back route to
Garrigan, turning off the highway at the SnapOn Tools factory at the east end of town. That
turned out to be a mistake, as about a block
south of the highway the street was blocked
off due to floods. A bunch of other streets
were also blocked off, though of course we did
make it back to school and all the kids
managed to get home all right.
It was right at 6pm when we pulled
into Garrigan. A couple of people needed to
use restrooms, so I offered to let them in the
building. It turned out they wouldn’t have
needed my help. There had apparently been
a power outage in the storms, and it had deactivated the security lock. The magnet that
normally holds the door shut wasn’t working,
so anyone could have just opened the door.
Of course I didn’t make that information public,
and I did text the principal to let her know there
was a problem.
I gassed up the vehicles after that.
They were probably full enough that I wouldn’t
Unpacking in a wet parking lot at Garrigan
have had to, but I’m always annoyed when the people who use them before me don’t bother filling the tanks. When I got back to Garrigan
and recorded the mileage on the suburban, I found that vehicle had gone precisely 3,200 miles (not 3,201 or 3,199, but exactly 3,200).
The Traverse would have gone slightly less, since we didn’t take it to Universal. Otherwise the two mileages would be pretty close to
identical.
I put the keys to the vehicles in the office and then loaded up my stuff in my car. It started up fine—thank goodness—and I
headed on home. This had been a very long trip, but I was delighted at how well our quiz bowl kids did.

